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Abstract—The Learning Behavior Analysis (LBA) of students is a major 
function provided by most online education platforms. Based on the results of 
LBA, students can get customized learning path and recommended learning 
resources that suit their own situations, which can help them plan their individual 
training programs of Online Vocational Education (OVE). At first, this paper 
studied the resource recommendation algorithm based on the modelling of 
students’ online learning behavior sequences, and solved the problem of con-
ventional learning resource recommendation algorithms of ignoring the dynamic 
changes in students’ learning preferences. Then, this paper presented the pro-
cess of LBA applicable for OVE students, and gave a diagram of the flow of 
using big data to perform LBA. After that, this paper developed a bidirectional 
encoder based on self-attention model, and described the co-occurrence charac-
teristics and dependencies of students’ online learning behavior sequences. At 
last, the model pre-training and fine-tuning processes were introduced in detail, 
and the experimental results verified the effectiveness of the proposed analysis 
and recommendation methods.

Keywords—big data analysis, Online Vocational Education (OVE),  
Learning Behavior Analysis (LBA), learning resource recommendation

1 Introduction

Internet and big data technologies enable researchers and teachers to mine the data 
of students’ learning behaviors and combine classroom teaching with the data mining 
results, thereby creating new education modes and adjusting teaching strategies con-
stantly [1–9]. When participating in OVE, students can acquire learning resources 
suitable for themselves, create, edit, and share their learning experience based on the 
acquired professional knowledge and skills, communicate with teachers and other stu-
dents to solve their own learning problems or help others solve their learning problems. 
During these processes, students exhibit a high degree of participation, interaction, and 
sharing [10–17]. The LBA of students is an important function of online education 
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platforms. Based on the results of LBA, students can get customized learning path and 
recommended learning resources that suit their own situations, which can help them 
plan their individual training programs of OVE [18–24].

The analysis given by existing studies on the learning behaviors of different-type 
learning groups is generally not extensive or deep enough, therefore, Li et al. [25] 
explored a learning decision model based on the influence of group learning behav-
ior, they took the advantage of Q-learning to improve the conventional behavior tree 
model and constructed a novel model which was then applied to the research on group 
learning behavior in the study; the authors combined the decision-making idea with 
the game model, and adopted a complex network structure to figure out the evolution 
law of the decision-making of multi-game group learning. Zhang and Li [26] studied 
the influence of smart learning environment on students’ learning behavior in higher 
vocational colleges and analyzed the related influencing factors, they also compared 
the specific data of these influencing factors and discussed the significance of smart 
learning environment to education and teaching. Alqaheri and Panda [27] researched 
the automatic discovery process of Inductive Vision Miner and generated an effective 
educational process mining model based on the Directly Follows Vision Miner algo-
rithm to figure out and predict students’ learning behavior, and the results indicated that 
the developed process model can effectively help experts understand students’ learning 
behavior patterns. Zhang et al. [28] introduced a new analysis scheme to analyze the 
tracking data and visualize students’ autonomous learning strategies in a mastery-based 
online learning platform, the design of the platform reduced event types and the vari-
ability in student tracking data, the introduced analysis scheme adopted three-layer 
clustering analysis to cope with these challenges.

Conventional learning resource recommendation algorithms generally obtain stu-
dents’ learning preferences based on the existing learning behavior big data, and they 
cannot reflect the dynamic changes in the learning preferences of students. However, 
in real-world OVE scenarios, the students’ static preferences and recent dynamic pref-
erences together determine their choices of learning resources. In order to solve this 
shortcoming of conventional learning resource recommendation algorithms, this paper 
aims to study a learning resource recommendation algorithm based on the modelling 
of students’ online learning behavior sequences. The second chapter presented the pro-
cess of LBA applicable for OVE students, and gave a diagram of the flow of using big 
data to perform LBA; the third chapter developed a bidirectional encoder based on 
self-attention model and described the co-occurrence characteristics and dependencies 
of students’ online learning behavior sequences. The fourth chapter elaborated on the 
model pre-training and fine-tuning processes. At last, the experimental results verified 
the effectiveness of the proposed analysis and recommendation methods.
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2 The LBA of OVE students
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Fig. 1. The LBA process of OVE students
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of LBA using big data

Based on the existing LBA cases of students, this paper integrated the mature LBA 
process to construct a novel LBA process applicable for OVE students, see Figure 1.

Figure 2 shows the flow of using big data to perform LBA. At first, the behavior 
data generated during the online teaching and teaching process of teachers and stu-
dents are collected and summarized; then the learning behavior data of students are 
pre-processed, modelled, analyzed, and mined by the backstage system of the OVE 
platform; at last, the students’ online learning behavior samples are converted into 
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suggestions of learning resource recommendation that suit students’ learning prefer-
ences. During this process, the backstage system of the OVE platform uses big data 
analysis to save teachers’ time spent on the analysis and decision-making of students’ 
learning resource recommendation, and ensures more objective and accurate recom-
mendation results.

3 The LBA model of OVE students

When modelling the students’ short-term behavior sequences of recent dynamic pref-
erences, by default, the change in students’ learning preferences is considered not much, 
but the students’ online learning behavior sequences of two sequential time periods 
have a significant correlation. For such co-occurrence characteristics and dependen-
cies of students’ online learning behavior sequences, this paper adopted a bidirectional 
encoder developed based on self-attention model to model and describe them. In order 
to avoid large differences in the proportions of positive and negative samples of stu-
dents’ online learning behavior sequences, this paper employed the self-supervised 
method to train the constructed model.

The model consisted of three parts: input layer, sequence encoding layer, and output 
layer.

For a given online learning behavior sequence r=[r1, r2,…,rL] with a length of K, this 
paper performed c-dimensional vector transformation on sample ri in the i-th period 
in the online learning behavior sequence. Since the original online learning behavior 
features provided by the sample dataset of behavior sequence is a f×c't -dimensional 
feature matrix, the value of the matrix dimension c't is large and the sample length f 
in each period is not the same, so this paper converted the online learning behavior 
features of samples in each period into c't dimensional based on the average pooling 
process.

To facilitate description, assuming tri∈Rc 't represents the eigenvector of the online 
learning behavior of period sample ri; T∈RM×c 't represents the feature matrix formed 
by the eigenvector of all period samples in the entire dataset of behavior sequence; 
M represents the number of period samples. Then, based on the principal component 
analysis, the redundancy between all features was eliminated, and the newly obtained 
feature matrix is denoted as Tg∈RM×c 't. The eigenvector of online learning behavior 
tg

ri∈Rct after the dimensionality reduction of period sample ri can be indexed from Tg, 
assuming tg

ri∈Rct represents the eigenvector of period sample, then the vector tg
ri after 

dimensionality reduction can learn an embedding matrix Sg to realize the new feature 
space mapping to it:

 g S tr g r
g

i i
=  (1)

This paper also introduced the ID-type features into the feature extraction of online 
learning behavior sequences of students, that is, to train each period sample based on 
the embedded eigenvector to realize the representation of time period samples without 
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relying on any online learning behavior feature. Although it doesn’t applicable for cold-
start cases, in actual experimental process, data augmentation could be adopted to avoid 
the cold-start problem of period samples.

Besides, since the relative position information in the online learning behavior 
sequences cannot be represented by the self-attention layer, this paper adopted the 
method with better performance in the experiment to describe it, that is, to attain the 
relative position information in the online learning behavior sequence by each period 
sample’s learning of the embedded vector zi∈Rc. At last, the following formula gives 
the calculation formula of the initial vector f 0

ri∈Rc of period sample ri:

 f g zr r ii i

0 � �  (2)

Through above processing, the initial vector F 0 = [ f 0
ri,..., f

0
rK] of the online learning 

behavior sequence could be attained, assuming F 0∈RK×c.
In the model, the sequence encoding layer is formed by the stacking of multi-

ple self-attention layers, each self-attention layer contains two parts: the multi-head 
self-attention model and the position feedforward network.

The multi-head self-attention model completes the computation based on the scaled 
dot-product attention mechanism. For a given query denoted by W and a pair of 
key-values denoted by L and U, the multi-head self-attention model attains the attention 
score by calculating the similarity between query W and key value L, then it normalizes 
the calculated attention score based on the Softmax function and applies it to another 
key value U. Assuming: the vectors are W∈RmW×c, L∈RmL×c, B∈RmU×c; the numbers of 
input online learning behavior sequence presentations are mW, mL, and mU, and they 
satisfy mL = mU, then Formula 3 gives the specific calculation formula:

 Attention W L U WL
c
U

T

( , , ) �
�

�
�

�

�
�softmax  (3)

The multi-head self-attention model can perform multiple parallel operations on the 
scaled dot-product attention mechanism. Assuming: f represents the count of parallel 
operations; QW

i∈Rcf×c, QL
i∈Rcf×c, QU

i∈Rcf×c, and QT∈Rc×c represent the parameter matri-
ces to be learned; then the formula below gives the linear mapping of the input online 
learning behavior sequence representations in different spaces:

 
MH F head head Q
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�
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UQ )

 (4)

The parallel operations of the multi-head self-attention model performed on the 
scaled dot-product attention mechanism is mainly based on linear mapping. To enable 
the sequence coding layer to have the nonlinear expression ability for students’ online 
learning behavior sequences, and to realize the interaction between online learning 
behavior sequences of different dimensions, this paper constructed a feedforward layer 
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to represent each period sample in the online learning behavior sequence, the feedfor-
ward layer is composed of two fully-connected layers and a GELD activation function 
layer. Assuming that the parameters to be learned shared by each period sample are 
Q1∈Rc×4c, Q2∈R4c×c, y1∈R4c, and y2∈Rc, then the following formula gives the calculation 
formula:

 FFN a GELU aQ y Q y( ) ( )� � �1 1 2 2  (5)

Assuming: Φ(.) represents the cumulative distribution function of the Gaussian 
distribution, then the calculation formula of the GELU activation function could be 
expressed as:

 ( ) ( )=GELU a a aΦ  (6)

Formula 7 gives the calculation formula of the position feedforward network of the 
n-th layer:

 PFFN F FFN f FFN fr
n

r
n

r
n

i K
( ) ( ); ( )� �� ��  (7)

As mentioned above, more complex dependencies of online learning behavior 
sequences can be attained by stacking multiple layers of self-attention, but the training 
difficulty will increase dramatically with the increase of the number of layers of the 
self-attention model. For the purpose of reducing the difficulty of model training, this 
paper introduced the residual connection module and the layer normalization module 
into the multi-layer self-attention model, and attained the hidden-layer representations 
of the period sample sequence one by one. Assuming: KM represents the layer normal-
ization model, then the representation of the n-th layer in the stacked self-attention of N 
layers could be calculated by the following formula:
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 (8)

4 Pre-training and fine-tuning of the model

The output layer performed classification probability prediction based on the 
attained masked hidden-layer representation of the period samples of students’ online 
learning behavior, through the bidirectional encoder, the hidden-layer representation of 
the M-th layer of all period samples in the online learning behavior sequence s could 
be attained. In the initial stage of model training, the input layer of the model and the 
sequence encoder were trained based on the masked language model which came from 
the processing of natural languages. Under normal circumstances, if the online learning 
behavior sequence r=[r1,...,rK] is given, and it’s assumed that [Φ] represents the period 
sample ri of the replacement position i, then, the online learning behavior sequence 
could be converted into r'=[r1,...,ri-1,[Φ],ri+1,...,rK].
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Assuming: the feature of [Φ] is a randomly initialized vector, which is denoted as 
g[Φ]∈Rc, then the feature gri of period sample ri can be replaced by g[Φ]. Finally, 
assuming f N

ri represents the representation of the N-th hidden layer at position i; f N
ri 

was input into the fully connected layer for classification to make judgements on the 
masked period sample ri. Assuming Q3∈Rc×c represents the matrix of parameters to be 
learned; y3 and yt represent bias vectors; Tg represents the feature matrix; then the fol-
lowing formula gives the calculation formula:

 Z GELU f Q y T yr r
N g

ti i

O

� � �softmax( ( ) )3 3  (9)

Assuming Zri∈RM represents the preset probability distribution, this paper built the 
loss function of the model based on the negative log likelihood function; assuming rΦ 
represents the set of masked period samples in the online learning behavior sequence r, 
then the loss function could be expressed as:

 LOSS ZZ
mas

r
ri r

l

i
� �

�
� log( )  (10)

Through the process of model pre-training, it’s known that the model training 
method adopted in this paper doesn’t need to introduce the tags of the target period 
sample, it can complete the training of the input layer and the sequence encoding layer 
simply based on the online learning behavior sequence. This method can effectively 
deal with the imbalance that often occurs in the tags of target period sample; in addi-
tion, assuming each time the random masking is performed on l period samples in the 
online learning behavior sequence, if an online learning behavior sequence of length K 
is processed, then Dl

K valid training samples can be generated. Sufficient training sam-
ples can ensure that the input layer and the sequence encoding layer are fully trained so 
that they could better describe the co-occurrence characteristics and dependencies of 
online learning behavior sequences.

For the prediction tasks of learning resource recommendation, the initialized param-
eter values of the input layer and the sequence encoding layer of the model directly 
adopted the corresponding parameter values attained in the pre-training. The student 
learning preference representation fr was the clustering result of the N-th hidden layer 
representations F N

r=[ f N
r1,…, f N

rK] of all period samples in the online learning behavior 
sequence, and the clustering method was the average pooling method. Assuming: to 
represents the target period sample to be predicted; to

g represents the online learning 
behavior feature of to indexed from feature matrix Tg; fo represents the hidden layer rep-
resentation of to attained from to

g via the multilayer cognition mechanism. At last, fr and 
fo were joint, and the joint result was input into the model interaction layer to predict 
the probability b* of students accepting the learning resource. Assuming: b∈{0,1} rep-
resents the classification tag; 0 represents the period sample that students do not accept 
the learning resource; 1 represents the period sample that students accept the learning 
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resource; ρ(.) represents the sigmoid function; then the loss function of this stage is 
given by the cross-entropy loss function below:

 ˆ ˆ( ) (1 ) (1 ( ))GSQ b log b b log bρ ρ= − ⋅ − − −  (11)

5 Experimental results and analysis

a) b)

Fig. 3. Trend of students’ effective learning behavior implementation frequency

Fig. 4. Differences in students’ learning participation initiative in different learning programs
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This paper counted the effective learning behaviors of students implemented during the 
OVE process that are conducive to their ability improvement, to observe the implementa-
tion situation of students’ effective learning behaviors more intuitively, this paper plotted 
a bar chart, see Figure 3. According to the figure, the students’ effective learning behavior 
implementation frequency is the highest on the day they participate in learning, then with 
the passing of learning end time, the implementation frequency decreases gradually until 
it approaches 0, which is consistent with the experimental effect shown by the slope graph.

To figure out students’ situations of continuously participating in different learning 
programs during the OVE process, this paper compared the participation initiative of 
students in different learning programs. Figure 4 shows the differences in students’ 
learning participation initiative in different learning programs. According to the figure, 
students’ participation initiative of employment training is lower than that of special 
skill training, training about orders, and on-post training. This is because for different 
learning programs, students have different requirement orientations for the OVE. In 
order to further judge whether there are differences in students’ participation initiative 
of these three types of learning programs, this paper further carried out the LogRank 
test and the Breslow test, and the results verified that there’re significant differences in 
their participation initiative for different learning programs.

Table 1. Regression results of student learning behaviors

Indicator

Learning Resource 
Acceptance Interactive Learning Individual Learning

Model Test 
Result

Number 
of Video-

Type 
Resources

Number 
of Test 

Question-
Type 

Resources

Number 
of 

Joined 
Groups

Number 
of Group 
Members

Active 
Time of 
Groups

Frequency 
of 

Behavior

Initial 
Participation 

Degree

Participation 
Stability

B −0.036 −0.051 −0.395 0.015 −0.162 0.058 0.069 −1.629

SE 0.021 0.025 0.061 0.058 0.047 0.012 0.015 0.061 X2=6124.84

WolD 55.174 362.912 418.295 93.624 92.581 418.325 31.259 451.728 Df=7

Sig. 0.014 0.025 0.016 0.036 0.095 0.027 0.015 0.028 Sig=0.025

Exp(B) 0.918 0.936 0.614 1.314 1.518 0.815 1.629 0.274

In order to consider multiple factors that affect students’ continuous participation 
in OVE training programs at the same time, this paper built a Cox regression model, 
namely the proportional hazards model, to study the significance of the influence of 
eight factors (independent variables) on students’ continuous participation time (dura-
tion) of OVE training programs, and determine the degree of the influence of the eight 
factors on the risk of too-low frequency of students’ effective learning behavior imple-
mentation. The eight independent variables are: the number of video-type resources, 
the number of test question-type resources, the number of joined groups, the number 
of group members, the active time of groups, the frequency of behavior, the initial 
participation degree, and the participation stability. The eight independent variables 
were selected and taken as the covariates of the Cox regression model, then the behav-
ior frequency of samples and the observed values of corresponding independent vari-
ables were input into the SPSS software. Table 1 lists the fitting results based on the 
constructed model. According to the data in the table, 7 of the 8 independent variables 
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have a significant impact on students’ participation duration of OVE training pro-
grams, and these variables are the number of video-type resources, the number of test 
question-type resources, the number of joined groups, the active time of groups, the 
frequency of behavior, the initial participation degree, and the participation stability.

a) b)

Fig. 5. Distribution of students’ effective learning behaviors

Next, from a global perspective, this paper analyzed the distribution of each category 
of online learning behaviors of students in different time periods, and calculated the 
distribution of effective learning behaviors of students in the behavior sequence sample 
dataset before and after they accept the learning resource recommendation, the results 
are shown in Figure 5, as can be seen from the figure, the effective learning behaviors 
implemented by students before accepting the recommendation of learning resources 
are not necessarily implemented after accepting the recommendation, and this indicates 
that there are differences in the behavior patterns of students before and after accepting 
the recommendation of learning resources.

Table 2. Statistics of students’ online learning behavior sequences before  
and after accepting the recommendation of learning resources

Average Sequence Length Average Number 
of Categories

Average Number 
of Repetitions

Before accepting the 
recommendation of 
learning resources

Day 15.29 8.51
2.38

Hour 18.54 6.19

After accepting the 
recommendation of 
learning resources

Day 12.47 8.63
2.51

Hour 14.29 7.48

Based on Table 2, it’s known that there are significant inter-domain differences in the 
online learning behavior sequences of students before and after accepting the learning 
resource recommendation. The behavior patterns of students before accepting the 
recommendation are very different from those after accepting the recommendation, how-
ever, there’re also some common preferences in the online learning behavior sequences 
of students before and after accepting the recommendation. This paper has paid more 
attention to the time sequence information in the online learning behavior sequences of 
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students, because the online learning behavior sequences of students after receiving the rec-
ommendation can better describe their short-term dynamic learning preferences. The above 
experimental results are the motive of this paper to conduct research on the resource recom-
mendation based on the modelling of the online learning behavior sequences of students.

6 Conclusion

This paper studied the resource recommendation algorithm based on the modelling of 
the online learning behavior sequences of students, and solved the problem of conven-
tional learning resource recommendation algorithms of ignoring the dynamic changes 
in students’ learning preferences. At first, this paper presented the process of LBA appli-
cable for OVE students, and gave a diagram of the flow of using big data to perform 
LBA. Then, the paper developed a bidirectional encoder based on self-attention model, 
described the co-occurrence characteristics and dependencies of students’ online learn-
ing behavior sequences, and introduced the model pre-training and fine-tuning pro-
cesses in detail. Combining with experiment, this paper counted the effective learning 
behaviors of students implemented during the OVE process that are conducive to their 
ability improvement, and plotted the correspond bar chart. After that, to figure out stu-
dents’ situations of continuously participating in different learning programs during 
the OVE process, LogRank test and the Breslow test were performed and the results 
verified that there’re significant differences in their participation initiative for different 
learning programs. At last, from a global perspective, this paper analyzed the distribu-
tion of each category of online learning behaviors of students in different time periods, 
and the experimental results indicate that there are differences in the behavior patterns 
of students before and after accepting the recommendation of learning resources.
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